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Biographical Vitae
Correspondence
  1961-1969
  1971-1980
Correspondence, 1981-1982
Correspondence, 1989
Correspondence, 1990
Correspondence, 1991
Administrative Correspondence, 1991
Clint, Margill Correspondence, 1981-1989
Consulting Correspondence, 1987-1990
DuPont - Pfister Correspondence, Consulting, 1991-1992
John R. Snyder Correspondence, 1988
Agronomy Graduate Faculty Meeting Minutes and Graduate Faculty 1963-1965
Agricultural Experiment Station Progress Reports, 1961-1978
Amino Acids Protein Content
Amino Acids Analyzer Report, 1964
Andreeson, March Articles, 1988
Bar-Tsur Avri Post Doc, 1986
Breeding Corn for High Oil Content Project Report 1963
Breeding Problems and Potentials of Modified Protein Maize
Breeding for Protein Quality in Maize and Current Issues and Problems, 1973
Corn as a Producer of High Quality Protein, 1969
Corn Breeding at the University of Illinois 1895-1900, P.G. Holden, 1948
Corn Marketing Board, 1984-1985
Corn Oil Symposium, 1961
Corn Oil Symposium, Illinois 1973
Corn Papers (In Russian)
DuPont Report 1/11/90
DuPont 02, 110 1990
DuPont Grant, 1997
DuPont Meeting Feb. 20-21 1992 Wilmington
DuPont-Pfister Report 7/9/91 Tech Comm Report 7/10/91
DuPont Lab 1989
DuPont Proposal (second) + High oreic patent Application 1995
Endosperm Phenotype and Protein Quality of some opaque 2 variants - Correspondence, Lab
Exp 111 Fatty Acid 1968
Exp 111 Fatty Acid 1968 data
Exp 111 Aherbo and D.O. Comparison 1970 Urbana 1961-69
Fred Ruby, R.A. Emerson South America Zoleet trip notes and map, 1922-1924
Gallagher, Harold, 1984
 Genetic Engineering Committee, Genetics Committee 1960-1966
Grad Problems (Tentative)
High Density Summary, 1955-56
Symposium on High Lysine Corn, 1969
Haploidy Papers
H-Lysine reprints, non-alexander
H-Lysine conference 156 photos
Hi-Lysine + Corn AID project
Hi Lysine Conf Purdue, June 1966
High Oil Corn Breeding, 1991
High Oil Corn Research of Illinois, Papers, 1986
High Oil Corn Production
High Oil Corn Research of Illinois, Mar. 1988
The Identification of High Quality Protein Variants and Their use in Crop Plant Improvement
Historical UI college of agriculture
Historical Materials Illinois Sugar Beet Growers Assoc’n. 1901, Burlington Route Bulletin, No. 1
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House Bill to Establish Illinois Industrial University, 1865 (original copy, annotated)
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Reprints Station 1966
Illinois Corn Breeder's School, 1965
Illinois Corn Grower's Association Board Meeting, 1975
Illinois Farmer's Institute, 19th Annual report 1914
The Illinois Maize Breeding + Genetics Laboratory
Illinois Maize Breeding Laboratory Correspondence 1966-1987
IMGL Heaton Endowment, 1984
IMGL Research Activities, 1978-1984
Illinois Seed Producers Ass'n. 1956-1991
Isozymes Kahler, A.L. Data, M.ss.
Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Atomic Energy in Food and Agriculture
Kernoil (Pfister)
Loose Notes Lab Data
L.H. Smith Notebook commentary
Lubrizol-Snyder Proposals, 1988
Manuscripts untitled
Material Transfer Agreement July 1993
Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago - Research Proposal, 1977
Mutagens in Agr. 1980
Nature Article, 1964
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Analysis of Whole kernel Corn for Oil Content: A commentary
Opaque-2
1958 Performance Trials, Data
Perf. Of Mud Prof. Corn (Abs) Funk Show, May '69
Peru Sabbatical + Research, 1967-1971
Peruvian Corn Composition, 1966
Photographs of Roundbarns
Potential for Commercialization of High Oil Corn: A Feasibility Study Aug. 15, 1988
Protein in Corn Shuman Lab Rept. On Waxy Corn Prot.
Project Outlines Protein - 344
Protein: Sorghum
Quinua - Data
Research Proposals, Project Outlines, 1961-1966
Scholarships (Morrison) 1985
Sprague, G.F. 1991
Final Report: Spanish U.S. Collaborative Research Breeding High Oil Protein Maize, 1990
Breeding High Oil Protein Maize - Spanish - US Cooperation 1 of 2
Breeding High Oil Protein Maize -Spanish US Cooperation 2 of 2
Soviet Academy of Sciences 1971-1972
Soviet Visit, June 1975
Synthetic Disease Oil Protein, Data
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Tatrai, Jozsef (IREX) 1987
Technicians
Tocopherals Galliher 1984
Troyer A Forrest Nomination 1986
Tryptophan analysis
USSR Visit 1961-1962
USSR visit 1962-1966
USSR visit 1966
Various donors maize and genetics lab 1982-1985
Warfield Hybrid Concepts 1987
Western Prowman Case, Research Materials, 1928-1929
Wolf Foundation, 1982
Yield + Kernel Composition of Nomad + Opaque -2 maize, Elure + Alexander, 1972
Yugoslavia UNDP Project 1974-1977
Yugoslavia Correspondence, Research Materials, Papers
Zinc and Cadmium in Corn, Reports, Data, Proposals
Publications and Drafts, Undated 1999 (1 of 2 folders)
Publications and Drafts, undated - 1999 (2 of 2 folders)
Publications, Drafts and Manuscripts. 1952-1966
Publication Reports and Mss. 1966-1969
Publication Reports, Mss, 1970-1979
Publication Reports, Mss. 1980-1989